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Document lifting coronavirus restrictions on entry and exit from Russia published 
 

Finally, a document has been published that removes restrictions on crossing the land border imposed in connection with the 
COVID-19 pandemic from July 15, 2022 

 
 

On July 15, 2022, the order of the Government of Russia dated July 14, 2022 No. 1267 "On the 
invalidation of certain acts and certain provisions of acts of the Government of Russia" entered 
into force. This decree lifts restrictions on crossing the land border of Russia, taken earlier in 
connection with the spread of coronavirus. 
 
The lifting of restrictions and the appearance of this document were announced in the message 
of the Government of Russia on July 4, 2022, which we wrote about earlier in our news. 
 
The published document completely cancels the Order of the Government of Russia No. 635-r 
dated March 16, 2020, the Order of the Government of Russia No. 763-r dated March 27, 2020, 
and 48 more acts that at different times introduced restrictions on the entry and exit from 
Russia of citizens of different states in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
Citizens of Russian can now without special reason travel across land borders to all neighboring 
countries, and citizens of any country can arrive to Russia by land for any purpose. 
 
Also, two days earlier, the requirement for PCR tests for citizens of Belarus who arrived in 
Russia by air was canceled. 
 
However, please note that we are talking about the actual possibility of leaving and entering, 
and not about anti-epidemic requirements. The requirements for the presentation of negative 
PCR tests for arrivals continue to operate, they are regulated by Rospotrebnadzor and have not 
been removed. 
 
Read more about the coronavirus requirements for citizens of different countries when entering 
Russia by various means in our publication. 
 
 

For more information, please contact the consultants of the Confidence Group company. 
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